AL-601  The BOOKS AT THE WAKE – A Study of Literary Allusions in James Joyce's FINNEGAN'S WAKE  
By James S. Atherton.  
Carbondale & Edwardsville, IL: SIU Press, 1974 (rprt)  
20 x 12.5 cm. Color prtd stff wrappers. 308 p, Appends, biblio, index.  
NB: See Chapter 5 (pp 124-136) “Carroll- the unforeseen precursor”.  
(VG to near fine. 40.00)

AL-602  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There  
Lewis Carroll, Illustrations by John Tenniel  
Garden City, NY: Doublesay Classics. ND.  
22 x 14.5 cm. Yellow paper, color deco illust art leather, bds. Col EPs.  
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover deco., color ftspc, plus intext illust in monochrome blue, all from Tenniel originals.  
(VG: No DW, 10.00)

AL-603  The EIGHTEEN EIGHTIES – Essays by the Fellows of the Royal Society of Literature  
Edited by Walter De La Mare.  
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univeristy Press, 1930 (1st ed)  
23 x 15 cm. Green cloth, bds. title gilt spine. xxviii, 271 p. Index  
NB: See. "Lewis Carroll" by Walter De La Mare, pp 218-255.  
(Near fine: 40.00)

AL-604  WALT DISNEY’S ALICE IN WONDERLAND  
[Lewis Carroll] Adapted by Teddy Slater, Illustrated by Franc Mateu.  
Racine, WI: Western Publishing (Golden Book), 1993.  
Unpaged (20 pages, incl TP). Color illust throughout.  
TEXT: Carroll –abridged and adapted. ART: Disney Studios (Franc Mateu)  
(Fine. 15.00)

AL-605  WALT DISNEY’S ALICE IN WONDERLAND  
[Lewis Carroll] “Walt Disney’s ALICE in Wonderland / Pictures by the Walt Disney Studio. Adapted by Al Dempster from the motion picture based on the story by LEWIS CARROLL.  
NY: Simon and Schuster, 1951 {A Big Golden Book}  
TEXT: Carroll (abridged and adapted). ART: Color cover illust, Color EP illust. plus 22 full-page full-color illust. All art from Disney studios.  
(VG; corners bumped, gift inscripton on TP, 20.00)  
NB: Although both this volume (AL-605) and the vokume described in the preceeding entry (AL-604) are similarly labeled as a “Big Golden Book”, the differences in size, make-up and art are significant.
AL-606  THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK
By Lewis Carroll. Pictures by Helen Oxenbury
New York: Franklin Watts, 1970
28.5 x 22 cm. Color illus green cloth ov bds. title in color cover and spine.
B&W Illust free EPS. Color Illust TP. Unpaged. (24 leaves).
TEXT: Carroll-UA ART: In-text and full-page illustrations in B&W and
color, all by Oxenbury
(VG: Ex lib. Card pocket, stamps, wear, but no markings in text or on art.
20.00)

AL-607  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & Through the
Looking Glass
Lewis Carroll.
18 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 264 p.
TEXT: Carroll -UA ART: Color cover illst adapted from Tenniel.B&W
in-text illust from Tenniel originals.
(Good: Stamp IFC. . 3.50)

30 Aug 2006

AL-608  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll -Adapted and abridged] Illustrations by Van Gool
--------: Paradise Press. 1999 (“Published and produced by ADC
International, 1999, Eke-Nazareth, Belgium”)
21.5 x 14 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Deco col EPS. (unpaged)
TEXT: The Carroll story line adapted and abridged. ART: Color cover
illustration and full-color in-text and plates, all by Van Gool.
Fine: As new. (15.00)

AL-609  CHILDHOOD, CULTURE AND CLASS IN BRITAIN –
MARGARET McMillan 1860-1931
Carolyn Steedman
New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers UP. 1990
Notes, biblio., index.
NB: An informed discussion of the matters identified by the title.
VG: (20.00)

AL-610  THE LOOKING GLASS WARS     (Fiction)
Frank Beddor
New York: Penguin (USA), 2006 (1st ed.)
24 x 16 cm. Deco color illust DW and cover. paper ov bds. Col EPS. (12),
357, (3) p. Deco illust in-text and text-part leaders.
As new in Fine DW. (20.00)
AL-611  THE ANNOTATED HUNTING OF THE SNARK (The Definitive Edition)
New York: W.W. Norton, 2006. (1st thus)
As new in Fine color illust DW. (30.00)

AL-612  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With Forty-two Illustrations by John Tenniel.
New York: Book League of America, 1941 (A facsimile of the first edition. Published for the Book League)
Good plus: (20,00)

AL-613  ALICE IN WUNDERBARLAND – And Further Tales and Poems
Mein Grossfader Told
Dave Morrah. With Drawings by the Author.
New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc. 1957
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust colored paper ov bds.
TEXT: The title story is the first in a series of standard folk and fairy tales retold in pseudo German-English dialect (Example: “Ein youngisch fraulein genamen Alice ben drowsen mit droopisch eyelidden.”). ART: Each of the 30-plus stories and selections is accompanied by a full psge B&W illustration prepared by the author.
VG: 5.00

AL-614  SCARY TALES: “ALICE”
(a 3-D plastic figure set consisting of “Alice” and “Cheshire Cat” figures and storyline accessories: (drink-me bottle, eat-me cake, etc.) With Instruction booklet.
New York: Mezco, ND.
NB: in this set “Alice” is black. The instruction book suggests that a “white” Alice is also available.
In Original “book-box” packaging. (15.00)
ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. With ninety-two illustrations by John Tenniel
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, UK: Puffin-Penguin, 1980
18 x 11 cm. Color illustrated stiff wrappers. 346p. Illust
TEXT: Carroll (UA), with separate introductions to AAIW and TTLG by
Eleanor Graham. ART: From original Tenniel illustrations.
Good plus. (6.00)

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.
By Lewis Carroll. With Eighty-Nine Illustrations by John Tenniel and
Four Color Plates by Edwin John Prittie.
New York: John C. Winston Co., [1925]
22 x 15 cm. Dk brn art leather, gold stamped deco, bds. xiv, 319 p.
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: B&W illust from Tenniel originals plus 4 full-
color, fullpage plates by Prittie.
Good plus, corners bumped, cover scratched. (25.00)

DIVERSIONS & DIGRESSIONS of Lewis Carroll
(formerly titled: The Lewis Carroll Picture Book)
A SELECTION FROM THE UUNPUBLISHED WRITINGS AND DRAWINGS of Lewis Carroll, together with Reprints from Scarce and Unacknowledged Work.
Edited by Stuart Dodgson Collingwood. With a New Selection of Lewis Carroll Photographs.
20.5 x 14 cm  Color printed stiff wrappers. xiv, (2), 375 p. Illust. Index.
Near fine. (6.00)

DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE.
Winifred Lear
New York: St Martin's Press, 1975
22.5 x 14.5 cm. Black cloth, bds, title gold spine. 224 p.
NB: A delightful fictionalized memoir by a 20th century “Alice”.
Near fine in fine DW. (20.00)
AL-619  
**DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE.**—Adventures and Misadventures in the 
Realm of Children's Literature  
Selma G. Lanes.  
New York: Atheneum, 1971  
22.5 x 17 cm. Grey paper, green cloth, bds., title gold spine. Col EPs. xvi,  
240 p. Illust, Notes, bibli, index.  
NB: A disappointment! A thorough discussion of contemporary children’s  
literature, but, apart from the title and a passing reference to Arthur  
Rackham’s illustrations for he Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, there is no mention  
of either of the ‘Alice’ books of Lewis Carroll.  
Good: Ex Lib. Stamps, card poacket etc. (10.00)

AL-620  
**ALICE IN WONDERLAND**  
By Lewis Carroll.  
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Full color DW illst and 32 full-color, full page  
plates, all by Margaret Tarrant.  
Fine in chipped DW. (40.00)

AL-621  
**ALICE IN ORCHESTRALIA**  
Ernest La Prade. Foreword by Walter Damrosch. Illustrated by Carroll  
Snell.  
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1925 (1st thus)  
19.5 x 13 cm. Orange cloth. Bds. Title black cover and spine. (18), 171 p.  
Illust., Appendix  
TEXT: “Alice, a little girl closely related to that other famous Alice”… is  
taken for a ride on the Tuba to Fiddleadelphia by a kindly old Bass viol.  
ART: Color Frtspe, 1 FP B&W plate, B&W chapter head décor. Illustra- 
ted. appendix discusses the symphony orchestra and its instruments.  
NB: See AL-369 for another copy of this title.  
VG: w/o DW (40.00)

AL-622  
**AESTHETICS AND HISTORY IN THE VISUAL ARTS**  
Bernard Berenson  
New York: Pantheon, 1948  
21 x 14.5 cm. Grey cloth, bds. Title gold in red panel on spine. 260 p.  
Illust Index.  
NB: Notable for the inclusion of remarks by a leading art historian on the  
meaning, place, and significance of the “illustration”. (see pp 85, 92-112)  
Good to VG: EP’s browning. In DW (15.00)
AL-623  WHY IS A RAVEN LIKE A WRITING DESK  (Fiction)
An Alice in Wonderland Mystery
Robert Doucette [Illustrated by the author]
-------- Xlibris, 2005 (1st thus)
22 x 14 cm. Illustrated Color printed stiff wrappers. 113 p, Illust.
ART: B&W frtsp, in-text and FP plates, all by Doucette.
NB: No crime here. Just good humor and puzzlement!

AL-624  LEWIS CARROLL AS I KNEW HIM
Isa Bowman. With a new Introduction by Morton N. Cohen
New York: Dover, 1972
20.5 x 14 cm. Illustrated color printed stiff wrappers. xix , (3), 132 p.Illust.
Good, wear, marks on FFEP (6.00)

AL-625  ANYA V STRANYE CHUDES: (Lewis Carroll’s “Alice in Wonderland” – Translated into Russian by Vladimir Nabokov.
Lewis Carroll. Translated from he English by V. Sirin (Vladimir
Nabokov), With Drawings by V.S Zalshupin
20.5 x 14 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 115 p. Illust
TEXT: Carroll (translated into Russian). ART B&W Frtspc , full-page
plates, chapter head and in-text illust, all by Zalshupin.
Fine: as new (9.00)

AL-626  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Retold by Joan Collins. Illustrated by David Frankland,
Woodcuts by Jonathan Mercer.
TEXT: Carroll. Abridged and retold. ART: 10 FP fill-color plates, all by
Frankland, plus chapter head décor in B&W by Mercer.
VG , Plus {Owners inscib FFEP} (4.00)

AL-627  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS.
Lewis Carroll.
New York: Modern Promotions (Unisystems), 1982
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Color cover illustration by John Cooper.
VG; (6.00)
AL-628  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
New York: Grosset & Dunlap: Illustrated Junior Library, 1982
20 x 13.5 cm. Color illustrated stiff paper wrappers. 295 p. Illust.
TEXT Carroll – UA. ART: 8 FP color plates, plus B&W in-text illust., all
from Tenniel originals.
VG (6.00)

AL-629  ALICE'S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND
Lewis Carroll. [With an Introduction by Mary Jean St Clair]
21 x 14.5 cm. Green cloth and color illust paper ov bds. Title spine. Col
TEXT & ART: : Foreword (St Clair, 1985), Introduction (Russell Ash,
1985), Facsimile text and illustrations from Carroll (1883).
VG Plus. (Gift inscription FPTP), (10.00)

AL-630  The MAGIC TOKEN - A Journey With Alice in Wonderland. (Fict.)
Eugene Orlando.
23 x 15.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (8), 134 p. Illust.
TEXT: “…Walt Disney meets H.G.Wells…” in a fiction by Orlando with
references to the Carroll story. ART: Miscellaneous B&W illust plus
selected images from the Tenniel series.

AL-631  ALICIA EN EL PAIS DE LAS MARAVILLAS
[Lewis Carroll] Textos de Joelle Barnabe, Ilustraciones de Carlos
Busquets, Traduccin de Ma del Pilar Ortiz Lovillo
--------, Mexico, Editions Hemma, ND (Primera Edicon)
20 x 16.5 c, Color Illustrated paper ov bds. Unpaged: illust covers plus 9
full page color illustrations on 4 boards.
TEXT: Carroll story line, retold by Barnabe, ART: All art by Busquets.
Fine: (8.00)

AL-632  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll  Version for young readers by Roselle Ross. Illustrated
by Marjorie Collison.
New York: Maxton Publishers, Inc. 1947
TEXT: Foreword, plus Carroll story, adapted and retold by Roselle Ross.
ART: Color DW and cover illust.  B&W and full-color plates, marginal,
and in-text illustrations all by Collinson.
Good to VG: DW chipped, corners bumped, wear. (10.00)
AL-633  ALICE'S BOOK --Variations on a Theme of Lewis Carroll  
By Maryrose Carroll  
Evanston, II. Tri-Quarterly (Northwestern University), January 1982  
16.5 x 15 cm. Green deco-printed stiff wrappers. Unpaged.  
NB: the text and art in this publication are presumably intended as a  
tribute to Lewis Carroll and Alice. It is difficult to tell just how.  
As new (8.00)

AL-634  ALICE LIDDELL, LEWIS CARROLL and ALICE IN  
WONDERLAND - The Welsh Connection  
Muriel Ratcliffe  
Llandudno, No Wales, UK: Muriel and Murray Ratcliffe. 1991  
17 x 12.5 cm. Illustrated blue stiff wrappers. 8 p. (unpgd).  
NB: A discussion of the somewhat tentative connection of Alice Liddell  
and Lewis Carroll with the Welsh town of LLandudno.  
(Fine: 20.00)

AL-635  ARTIST OF WONDERLAND - The Life, Political Cartoons, and  
Illustrations of Tenniel  
Frankie Morris  
Charlottesville, VA. U Virginia Press, 2005 (1st ed.)  
26 x 18 cm. Brn cloth, deco gilt cover, title gilt spine. Co EPs. xvi, (9),  
As new; (75.00)

AL-636  THE DISNEY FILMS  
Leonard Maltin.  
Notes, index.  
NB: Extensive references to the various Disney "Alice" productions. See  
Index.

November 24, 2006

AL-637  THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK  
Lewis Carroll. Pictures by Helen Oxenbury  
New York: Franklin Watts, 1970 (1st US.)  
28 x 22 cm. color illust lt green cloth ov bds. B&W illust free Eps.  
Unpaged. (26 lvs.).  
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Cover illust plus full-page, in-text, and  
marginal illust in B&W and color, all by Oxenbury  
Good plus. Ex lib (traces of card pocket, library stamp, tape marks, but  
otherwise sound and clean. In Color illust DW (12.00)
AL-638  
**ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**  
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Alison Jay.  
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Color cover illust. Page deco, in-text,  
marginal, and full-page plates, all in color, all by Jay.  
As new. In color illust DW (30.00)

AL-639  
**THE NURSERY ALICE**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel – A Facsimile Edition  
London: Macmillan, 1979 (Rprt 1990)  
Ribbon bookmark.  
TEXT & ART: This volume is a true facsimile of the 1890 Macmillan  
issue of this title with “text adapted to nursery readers by Lewis Carroll”,  
“colored enlargements from Tenniel’s illustrations” and a “cover designed  
and colored by E. Getrude Thomson”. See the title page copy for specifics.  
Fine: In fine DW. (30.00)

AL-640  
**Walt Disney’s ALICE IN WONDERLAND - Down the Rabbit Hole**  
A Lift-the-Flap Rebus Book.  
Lewis Carroll story line. Adapted and retold by Lisa Rojany, Designed by  
Suzanne Ferguson. Illustrated by Robbin Cuddy, Paper Engineered by  
Jose R. Seminario.  
Santa Monica CA. Intervisual Books for Disney Press, 1994  
21 x 26 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Unpaged (7 free leaves)  
TEXT: Carroll: Adapted and retold. ART: Disney studios (see. above)  
Color illust throughout.  
Near fine. (15.00)

25 November 2006

AL-641  
**The ORIGINAL ALICE IN WONDERLAND**  
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Eric Kincaid  
Newmarket, England : Brimax books, 1988 (2nd prtg)  
27.5 x 22 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Col illust Eps. 108 p.  
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Cover illustration, marginal, in-text. partial  
page and full-page illustrations, all in full color, all by Kincaid.  
Fine, (35.00)
AL-642  VISAGES D'ALICE ou les illustrateurs d'Alice
Aven des texts de Lewis Carroll, Christiane Clerc, Jeanine Despinette,
Jean Gattegno, Selwyn Goodacre, Jose Pierre, Pierre Pitrou, Patrick
Rogers, Marc Soriano.
Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1983
NB: The text (in French) is lavishly illustrated in B&W and color. and
includes an extensive variety of articles on Carroll and his illustrators. The
bibliography lists a variety of illustrated "Alice" titles in languages other
than English
VG to near fine. Rare. (50.00)

AL-643  The ART OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Stephanie Lovett Stoffel
New York: Wonderland Press. (Smithmark), 1998
Illust., Notes, index.
NB: An extensive survey with accompanying commentary on "Alice"
illustrators and illustration. Illustrated in in B&W and full color. Compiled
from volumes held in the Lovett "Alice" collection at U Texas.
Fine: As new. (40.00)

AL-644  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Based on the Original Story by Lewis Carroll. Retold by Carolyn Magner.
Illustrated by Robin and Patricia DeWitt.
TEXT: Carroll (abridged and retold). ART: Color cover illust (frt & rear)
Plus in-text illustration in full color, all by R. an P DeWitt.

AL-645  LEWIS CARROLL IN THE POPULAR CULTURE: A Continuing
List.
Edited by Byron W. Sewell.
New York: Lewis Carroll Society of North America, 1976
28 x 22 cm. Printed red stiff wrappers. (plastic spine). Unpaged.
NB: A categorized listing of Carrolliana (books, articles, objects, etc.).
published or made available 1931-1976.

AL-646  MASTERS OF PHOTOGRAPHY -- LEWIS CARROLL
Text by Graham Ovenden.
London: MacDonald & Company 1984
30.5x 27 cm. B&W photo illust atiff wrappers. (60)p. Unpaged.
NB: An illustrated commentary on Carroll and his work as a
photographer by Gragam Ovenden, plus twenty-five 30 x 24 cm
reproductions of Carroll's photography. Many are of Alice Liddell
Fine; (50,00)
AL-647  ALICE  [a lined journal]
Anon
-----  NY: Potter Style ND.
13 x10.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Colored sheets Unpaged.
TEXT and ART: A note-book, with lined pages. Some sheets carry
quotations from Carroll and/or MONOCHROME (BLUE) images from
the Tenniel illustrations for AAIW or TTLG. Tastefully done!
As new (8.00)
NB: A gift to Lionel Johnson from Lauren Pabst, one of the young ladies
to whom the LJ "Alice" Collection is dedicated. See laid-in letter of
transmittal.

AL-648  EIGHT OR NINE WISE WORDS ABOUT LETTER-WRITING
By Lewis Carroll
New York: The Lewis Carroll Foundation, 1992 (1st US -1 of 500)
14 x 11 cm. Violet paper with title on pasted-on label. 31 p.
TEXT: Carroll (UA). B&W chapter head and page deco. No other illust.
In envelope with letter of transmission (Nov 10, 2006)
Fine: (20.00)

26 November 2006.

AL-649  The COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Lewis Carroll.
TEXT: Carroll (UA) ART: All B&W:from original illustrations. (AIW &
TLG: John Tenniel: SYLVIE AND BRUNO: Harry Furniss, TANGLED
TALE, and PHANTASMAGORIA:: Arthus Frost.. THREE SUNSETS:
Gertrude Thomson. SNARK: Henry Holliay )
Near fine, no DW: (30.00)

AL-650  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Sir John Tenniel
London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd. 1928
21 x 16 cm. Green cloth, bds. Title and Deco illust. cover and spine. Deco
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Cover deco and EP art adapted from Tenniel.
B&W in-text art from Tenniel originals. Plus 24 full page color plates
adapted from Tenniel.
Good: Illust FFEP missing. Owners sig on 2nd FFEP. Hinges separated.
(15.00)
AL-651  [LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN] HISTORY AND TRENDS
Margaret C. Gillespie
Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown. 1970
23 x 15.5 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. xii, 128 p. Illust. Notes, Index.
NB: References to Carroll and the “alice” books. See index.
Good. (4.00)

AL-652  LEWIS CARROLL – The Complete Works
Lewis Carroll.
London: Collector’s Library Editions (CRW Publishing) 2005 (1st thus)
30.5 x 24.5 cm. Green cloth. Title gold spine. Deco marbled EPs. 479 p.
Illust.
Henry Holiday, Arthur B. Frost and Harry Furniss,” All illustrations are in
B&W and are taken from those prepared for the original publications.
Photo of Alice Liddell on back cover of DW
NB: A legitimately “complete” collection of Carroll’s work.
Fine: In glassine-protected color illust DW. (75.00)

December 14, 2006

AL-653  YOUNG YEARS – Best Loved Stories and Poems for Little Children.
Editor: Agusta Baker (New York Public Library)
NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1971
26 x 18.5 cm. Color illust cloth ov bds. title spine. xvi, 18-511 p. Illust in
color throughout.
Cf pp 412-421: Excerpt from Carroll: AAIW: “A MAD TEA PARTY”,
with illustrations adapted from Tenniel (Upsized, some color).

AL-654  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll  (Illustrations by John Tenniel)
17.5 x 10.5 cm Color illust stiff wraps. 285, (1) p. Illust.
NB: printed in “larger type for easy reading”
VG: (5.00)

AL-655  ALICE AND LEWIS CARROLL – A guided walk following in the
footsteps of Alice Liddell, Charles Dodgson and Isa Bowman
Compiled by Deborah Manley.
21 x 11 cm. Color printed illust stiff wrappers. 32 pa. Illust., biblio.
NB: A guidebook “through the places in Oxford that shaped some of the
events…related in Alice in Wonderland”.
Fine: (5.00)
AL-656

ALICE IN WONDERLAND / THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll – With unabridged text [Illustrated by June Goulding]
TEXT: Carroll (UA), ART: Color cover illust., marginal and in-text deco and 28 full-page plates, all in color, all by Goulding
Fine: As new in color illust DW (25.00)

AL-657

[TEA TOWEL – “Produced Exclusively for Alice’s Shop - Oxford”]
An all-cotton tea-towel (47 x 75 cm) color printed with images from the Tenniel illustrated “ALICE”. over a map of Oxford. [Kevin Wright, Designs: nd.]
NB: Accompanying this item is a photograph of the front of the ‘ALICE SHOP’, Oxford. The young woman standing at the shop doorway is Joan Navarre, who provided this item for the collection
(As new: 10.00)

AL-658

ALICE IN WONDERLAND / THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
Lewis Carroll
NY: Borders Classics, 2006
12.5 x 14 cm. Color printed stiff fold-over wrappers. (6), 172 p.
TEXT: Carroll, (UA). NOTE: “This edition restores the long-lost “Wasp in a Wig” episode to its original place in Chapter 8 of Through the Looking-Glass.”. ART: Color cover illustration adapted from Tenniel. No other illustrations.
(Fine: 7.00)

AL-659

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Adapted by Susan Linney. Illustrated by Rex Schneider.
[Cover art by Michelle Neidenhoff]
NY: Modern Publishing / Kidsbooks, Inc. 2005
23.5 x 16 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. 189 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll (abridged and adapted). ART: Cover color illustration by Neidenhof. B&W in-text illust and full-page plates by Schneider.
Fine: 8.00
AL-660  **Look and Find ALICE IN WONDERLAND** — The Mad Hatter — The White Rabbit — The Cheshire Cat — The Caterpillar — The Queen of Hearts — And more.
Illustrated by Ernie Colon.
Lincolnwood, IL: Publications International, 1993
30.6x25.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Deco illust FEP/TP. Unpaged (10 leaves). Color illust throughout.
TEXT: The Carroll story line is adapted to permit “can you find” questions relating to a series of crowded and complex illustrations. ART: full-page, full-color (Can be appreciated only by inspection of detail). All by Colon.
Fine: 20.00

AL-661  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND (An Original Musical Version)**
Recording was Written, Directed and Produced by Herb Davidson and Charlotte Sanders
----- New Jersey: Peter Pan Records., 1971
31 x 31 cm Color illust stiff-paper record case with 8 double-sided color illustrated leaves. Unpaged. With 12” LP record in slip case.
TEXT: Carroll adapted. ART: Color cover illustration and illustrations accompanying text are by various artists (See note on rear album cover.)
VG: rare. 35.00

AL-662  **ALICE — 2007 (Calendar)**
Illustrated by Iassen Ghiuselev
[12 month / January-December calendar]
-----: Simply Read Books, 2006
30.5 x 30.5 cm. Color illust stiff paper. B&W and monochrome illust all by Ghiuselev.
Fine: 2 copies, Sealed in glassine (15.00 ea)

AL-663  **The PROMISE OF HAPPINESS — Value and Meaning in Children’s Fiction**
Fred Inglis
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 1982
NB: CF index for extensive references to Carroll and “Alice”
Fine, (25.00)
AL-664  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Millicent Sowerby
London: Chatto & Windus ND (1925)
21 x 14.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds., Title and inset color illust cover, title spine,
Deco illust EPs. (14), 166 p olus ads.
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Cover illust., EP illust., Col frtspc. plus 11 FP col plates. and chapterhead deco all by Sowerby
Good: Covers rubbed, wear, light foxing. (50.00)

AL-665  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**
Lewis Carroll. With six illustrations in color by Charles Folkard.
London: A&C Black, 1929
21 x 16 cm. Blue cloth, bds; title black cover and spine. (12), 174 p, ads.
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Color frtspc plus 5 FP color plates and deco B&W in-text deco dwgs.
VG plus. (40.00)

AL-666  **VICTORIAN FAIRY TALES – The Revolt of the Fairies and Elves,**
NY & London: Routledge, 1989
22.5 x 15 cm. Color illust stiff wraps. xxix, 381 p. Illust, Bibliog.
NB: Includes “Bruno’s Revenge” (Carroll). Valuable bibliog.
Near fine (15.00)

AL-667  **DAVY and the GOBLIN – or, What Followed Reading “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”**
By Charles E. Carryl. With Illustrations by E.B. Bensell.
Boston: Houhton & Mifflin, 1884.
22 x 17 cm. Green cloth, title and deco illust gold cover and spine 160, (1), ads. Illust. (FP and in-text illust, all by Bensell)
NB: A curiosity. The title explains all.
VG plus. 25.00

AL-668  **ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**
Lewis Carroll. With eight colored plates and on hundred and twelve other illustrations by Charles Robinson.
London: Cassell and Company, 1928
22 x 14.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds.; title spine. Deco illus FFEP. (10), 179 p.
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Color plates and B&W in-text illust and mise deco all by Robinson.
VG plus, Spine faded. (40.00)
ALICE THROUGH THE NEEDLE'S EYE (The Further Adventures of Lewis Carroll's "Alice")
Gilbert Adair. With Twenty-two Illustrations by Jenny Thorne.
New York: E.P. Dutton, 1984
TEXT: Adair. (UA). ART: Color DW illust plus B&W in-text and deco illust by Thorne
NB: Art displays obligations to Tenniel
NB: Fine (12.00)

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND — Pictured by George Soper.
Lewis Carroll. (George Soper, Illustrator.)
London: Allen & Unwin, ND (19--)
21.5 x 17 cm. Red cloth, bds, Deco black illust and title cover and spine..
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Cover design, EP art, 6 color plates, and 24 B&W illust, All by Soper.
VG to Near Fine: minor wear. Some browning (60.00)